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Introduction

Mario and friends stay in the house of the Afton family...
Chapter 1

Mario and his friends were lost in a town Luigi noticed a pizzeria that was familiar to him. C.C was flying and thought that they would be able to stay but they wouldn’t reveal that they are the Afton family... End of chapter 1 the house...
Chapter 2

Mario asked if he could stay and they agreed that they would be able to stay until they got to go home... Luigi was scared of the house for a reason that will be revealed later in the story... Liz was loud THAT I AM NOT NOT MAD MAD AT YOU! (Riba said that he had to go somewhere to find out where they were...(ebig))
Chapter 3

After that, they looked around for Freddy Fazbears...To work there little do they know where their friend was...At SLIt was really scary but easy for them... Alice could not hold back...She took control While Giltch did the same thing...
They saw a doll but it was suspicious because she said that she needed help... Chris accidentally revealed his wings....... Luigi was started Mario calmed him down and said that they would be alright and leave...
Chapter 5

The doll moved and bit Mario’s arm...When Luigi was mad and kicked the dolls face...Mario told him to calm down when Cackletta’s soul started playing... and everyone was terrified by the music ???????
Chapter 6

Everyone revealed that they were the Afton family and Everyone was shocked by it... Luirno and Marchione told them that they were also dead in sadness... After everyone calmed down they made plans to leave the next day... That night the nightmares tried to kill Luigi but he did absolutely nothing?
Chapter 7

The next day before they left RIBA came back and yelled “We are in the five nights at Freddy’s world!” Rosalina told them that the launch star was ready and everyone said goodbye and left the end.